Incorporating Natural Energy Medicine into your Practice.
Yersina or Pasteurella Pestis (The Plague)
(Part 7)

The Plague, sounds like it is out of some old horror movie. The truth is that the plague is still very common and
still comes in three primary forms. Septicemic plague, Pneumonic plague, and the Bubonic plague. One

of these are very commonly found as one of the sub clinical infections that can rise in a few weeks
following the treatment of Lyme disease.
If you take your history lessons and medical training from Hollywood then this was a lethal strain of
pathogen that only existed in Europe hundreds of years ago. And that if it were present today it would
kill just as many today as it did then. It makes for great movies but has nothing to do with the truth. The
Plague was successfully treated many times even during the worst of these outbreaks by use of public
health and nutrition alone.
The same bacteria exists today and is very common. And if you listen to the news you will hear of
rodents dying from it all the time in city parks. Then they say that it is just limited to the squirrels and
not contagious to humans.
My opinion of the matter is that the plague is usually a very simple disease that the body usually has
no problem managing. For one thing it was not genetically engineered. If you look at the public health
and nutrition and the lack of understanding of health during these outbreaks it is no wonder that they
occurred.
Most individuals today are really not susceptible to the Plague because of the general use of public
health, clean water, sanitation, fresh food and understanding of what keeps us healthy. However, there
are still cases of the plague each year reported in those that have very compromised immune functions.
Patients with chronic Lyme have compromised immune function and can commonly have the Plague
as a subclinical infection secondary to other infections. It is seldom difficult to manage with Energy
Medicine and even if you do not treat it, the body will many times resolve it over time on its own.
But we recommend that you treat it with the Plague protocol to help the body as much as possible to
resolve this as fast as possible. Then you can move onto the next health issue to restore the health of
your patient.
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